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" I alone cannot change the world, but I can cast a stone
across the water to create many ripples."

Our Partnership can impact and influence many people out
there. My creativity and your valuable designs.  

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy
http://liketoknow.it/joellegergy


@joellegergy

ABOUT JOELLE 

CREATIVE GOALS:

FOCUS:

EXPERIENCE 

I am technically a "fashion influencer" but I am so much more than that. I share
also my goofy life as a wife, and I can be seen in my stories every single day.
Sometimes, I share the real parts of my life, so that is why my audience is so

engaged and why I have a good conversation rate. 

I like to think of myself as a fashion enthusiast. It is my passion and my
motivation to share products and brands on my social media platforms to

bring value to my online friends. I also think of myself as a virtual bestie to all
my followers. the goal of my personal online presence is to share my daily

outfifts, daily routine, life, lessons and promote new brands with my followers. 

I am well known for my life hacks, shopping the sale, affordable fashion finds,
skincare, everyday beauty, DIY projects and health journey. My main focus is to 

 reflect real life with honesty toward my followers and trust with the brands. 

I am a bit unique in that my background is Lebanese - Middle Eastern living in
Boston - Massachusetts meaning my followers are between the Middle East
and the United States. I have collaborated with brands in Lebanon and the

United States. 
My background allows me to promote brands across both countries and

engage a larger audience which is important to my brand PARTNERSHIPS. I
emphasized partnerships because for me it is important to have a long-term
relationship with the brand, first and foremost to build that trust between me,

the brand and followers. 

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy
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STATISTICS

Audience Demographics

Instagram 
followers

4.2K 1.1%

Monthly IG 
reach

Engagement 
rate

79.7K 2.6K

YouTube video
Views

Female Age United States Middle East 

70% 18-45 40% 55%

Other

10%

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy
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SERVICES & SKILLS 
Instagram1.

Instagram is my main platform. As a lifestyle influencer, I enjoy all of the features on
instagram and can create any type of content that you would like. 

Instagram services: Feed posts, story posts, IGTV, Reels, Dedicated Highlights,    
 Link in Bio, Unboxing, Giveaways.

2. Facebook
Facebook is my second platform. Everything I share on Instagram gets posted on Facebook.

I run ads through facebook ads. 

Facebook services: Feed posts, story posts, Facebook ads.   

3. YouTube 
I love to create video content and would love to create a new idea about your brand and
talk about it with others. The great thing about youtube is that the videos will stay forever

so viewers can always watch it again and new viewers are always welcomed.  
Youtube services: video, video feature, sponsorships and ads. 

4. Liketoknow.it 

the best thing about LiketoKnow.it is that it's an app that drives buyers' traffic. Buyers come
to the app to make purchases. If you are a partner with LiketoKnow.it I will be more than

happy to share and link your product and drive traffic to yout website. 

Instagram services: Feed posts, story posts, IGTV, Reels, Dedicated Highlights,    
 Link in Bio, Unboxing, Giveaways.

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy
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PARTNERSHIPS

 

WHAT BRANDS SAY: 

Joelle has been an avid, motivated content
creator and a strong asset to our company as

a brand ambassador!
Conor Weinstein

Blue Planet Eco-Eyewear

It was a pleasure working with Joelle. She was
such an added value to the company as a

brand ambassador. Outgoing, creative, happy
influencer. 

Yahya Farhat 
Brands & Beyond - Lebanon

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy
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LET'S MAKE MOVES 
TOGETHER

 

I look forward to partnering with your brand and helping you achieve a
new level of success. there is nothing more rewarding than helping

brand fulfill their mission statement and reach more consumers.

CONTACT INFO 
:  joellegergy@gmail.com

Please send any collaboration ideas to the email listed above. I would
love to offer my expertise to come up with the most optimal

collaboration plan.

Joel
le

http://www.instagram.com/joellegergy

